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The surge in LNG production, led by Australia and the USA, has gathered pace in 2017 with 

an increase of over 10% in the first six months of the year. Asian markets have provided the 

main destination for the new supply, receiving 85% of the incremental production over the 

six month period. The strong growth in supply is expected to continue over the next four 

years as 100 mtpa of liquefaction capacity under construction in July 2017 comes on stream, 

taking global production to around 390 mtpa by 2021, nearly 50% higher than in 2016. 

 

However, at some stage after 2020 new liquefaction capacity will be required to meet 

growing demand as new importers emerge and consumption increases in existing markets. 

The forecasts of when the new capacity will be needed vary with developers of new projects, 

not surprisingly, seeing it as soon as 2021 or 2022 while some forecasters think it could be as 

late as 2025.  

 

The sponsors of new projects or expansions of existing projects face very different 

challenges from those faced by the projects taking a final investment decision (FID) 5 to 10 

years ago. Oil and natural gas prices have fallen by over 50% from the levels reached 

between 2009 and 2014 and the consensus view is that they will remain low for an extended 

period. This is challenging developers and contractors to find ways of reducing costs to 

levels that make planned investments economically viable in a low price environment.  

 

Buyers are reluctant to make new commitments to supply because demand in downstream 

power and natural gas markets is increasingly uncertain. Those that are looking for new 

supply want shorter-term contracts than the traditional 20 years or longer commitments that 

underpinned the development of many of the projects in operation today. Buyers are also 

looking for more flexible terms, including the removal of destination restrictions, lower take-

or-pay levels and prices that more closely reflect changing market conditions. Final 

Investment Decisions (FIDs) on new capacity have slowed since the beginning of 2016, with 

commitments made to only three projects, with a capacity of 9.7 mtpa, between January 

2016 and July 2017. 

     

The changing outlook for LNG will undoubtedly frame the discussion at LNG Supplies for 

Asian Markets 2018. The 2017 conference proved to be an excellent forum for key industry 

issues to be addressed. We are sure that the 2018 conference will once again provide a forum 

for buyers, sellers, traders, producers, investors, ship-owners and contractors to discuss the 

opportunities and challenges that face our industry over the coming years against a 

background of low oil and natural gas prices, which are now expected to last longer than 

many thought 12 months ago. 


